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REading And Critical Thinking

Although we read and teach good literature for
enjoyment, appreciation of literary style, and the
enhancement of skills, literature is also valuable because
it parallels life — specifically it provides insights into
how people think and how their actions are motivated by
their thinking. To understand and appreciate the
characterization, plot, conflict, sequence, theme, and
figurative language in a story, a reader must be a critical
thinker. Thus, there are important critical- and creative-
thinking skills that can facilitate the understanding of
literature and enhance its appreciation.

REACT is a program that utilizes literary classics as
the vehicle to teach and reinforce critical thinking in
order to enhance students’ skills in literary analysis,
reading comprehension, and writing. Designed for
students in grades 9 through 12, this program provides
challenging and motivating activities for students
possessing on-level reading, writing, and speaking skills.

Each REACT package contains 16 activity sheets of
instruction and activities that focus on a major literary
work. To allow flexibility in using REACT, the activities
are presented in self-contained lessons that follow the
chronology of the literary work. The lessons introduce
ideas, definitions, or skills that might be new to students
and provide activities to reinforce the skills. Also included

in each lesson is a writing assignment that reinforces the
highlighted thinking skill. Although the writing
assignment is not presented as part of a process approach
to writing, each topic can be explored and developed using a
process- writing model. Since each lesson is self-contained,
teachers may use as few or as many lessons as they wish.
Each lesson stresses a specific critical-thinking skill or
process in order to reinforce a particular literary analysis
skill, reading comprehension skill, and writing skill.

In addition to the lessons, each REACT package
includes a Teacher’s Guide with information pertinent to
the skills being taught, suggestions for teaching the
lesson, challenging follow-up activities that integrate
other content areas or stimulate further thinking, and
suggested responses to the questions and activities in
each lesson. Each package is introduced by a
Skills/Process Chart that lists the specific critical-
thinking, literary analysis, reading, and writing skills
and processes stressed in each lesson. Each package also
includes an essay test with suggested answer guidelines
and a glossary of terms that pertain to the lessons.

The thinking skills and processes taught in the
lessons and the literary analysis skills that are
reinforced in the lessons are not presented in a hierarchy
but are introduced where they are pertinent in the novel.

Lesson Chapter Thinking Literary Reading Writing
Number Reference Process Analysis Comprehension Assignment

Determining Summary
1 1–3 Cause and Effect Plot Sequencing and Analysis

Problem Characterization Making
2 4–7 Solving and Theme Inferences Explanation

Identifying
3 3–8 Frames of Characterization Drawing Persuasion

Reference and Point of View Conclusions

Explanation and
4 9–15 Definition Theme Evaluation Comparison/

Contrast

Evaluating Characterization Drawing
5 8–20 Generalizations and Theme Conclusions Argumentation

Evaluating Drawing Analysis and
6 14–21 Evidence Theme Conclusions Evaluation

Creative Theme and
7 20–23 Thinking Setting Interpretation Explanation

Evaluating
8 23–25 an Argument Theme Main Idea Argumentation

Identifying
9 26–31 the Central Issue Theme Main Idea Explanation

SKILLS CHART
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A Tight Spot
To Kill a
Mockingbird

Thinking Process:   Problem Solving
Writing Assignment:  Explanation

Directions:  After reading Chapters 4 through 7, complete the following activities, which focus on problem
solving. 

Learning About Thinking

Problem solving is a process that includes several important steps:  (1)  Identify the problem.  (2)
Suggest solutions to the problem.  (3) List the strengths and weaknesses of each solution. (4)  Generate
criteria to evaluate each solution.  (5)  Evaluate each solution.  (6)  Choose a solution.  (7)  Carry out the
solution.

Thinking About the Novel

When Atticus asks where Jem’s pants are, Dill replies that he won them from Jem in a game of strip
poker.  Atticus tells Jem to retrieve his pants.

A. Identify Jem’s problem.

B. Suggest one solution to Jem’s problem, and write your solution in the first column.  Write Jem’s solution
in the second column.   Then summarize the strengths and weaknesses of each solution.

C. List at least three criteria you would use to evaluate each solution.  Be prepared to explain why each
criterion is important.

1.
2.
3.

D. Evaluate each solution according to your criteria by explaining whether or not each solution meets each
criterion.

E. Which solution do you think is better?

Writing About the Novel

How would Atticus have solved the problem?  Assume the persona of Atticus and write the “lecture” he
would have given Jem, Scout, and Dill after discovering that they were trespassing on Radley property.  In
the lecture, include what the children should have done once they had admitted their guilt.

Thinking Beyond the Novel

Every day you must solve many problems with varying degrees of difficulty.  List four or five problems
that you face today.  Then suggest some characteristics that determine how difficult a problem is to solve.
Using these characteristics, classify your problems according to difficulty.  Think of solutions to the most
and the least difficult problems.  Think about how you solved each problem.  Is the process the same
regardless of the difficulty?  Why?

Strengths

Weaknesses

Your Solution

Jem’s Solution

Criteria

1. 2. 3.

Name Lesson 2  •  REACT
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Guilty, Guilty, Guilty
To Kill a
Mockingbird

Thinking Process:  Evaluating Evidence
Writing Assignment:  Analysis and Evaluation

Directions:  After reading Chapters 14 through 21, complete the following activities, which focus on
evaluating evidence.  

Learning About Thinking

In a trial, lawyers present cases for the defense and for the prosecution.  Their cases usually include
evidence, such as weapons, documents, or objects from the scene of the crime.  Evidence may also include
testimony presented by a witness.  In evaluating evidence, it is important to determine whether or not the
source of the evidence is reliable.  Criteria for determining the reliability of a source include the honesty of
the source, the conditions under which the event was observed, the time that elapsed between the event
and when it was reported, the objectivity and past experience of the observer, and so on.

Thinking About the Novel

At Tom Robinson’s trial, Atticus presents the defense case in support of Tom Robinson.  Mr. Gilmer pre-
sents the prosecution case against Tom Robinson.

A. Study the evidence presented by each lawyer.  Then underline once each piece of evidence that you
judge to be reliable.  Underline twice each piece of evidence that you find unreliable.  Give reasons for
your choices.

REASONS:

B. If you were a member of the jury, what questions would you want to ask the witnesses and the
defendant?  Why?

C. Based on the evidence, do you agree with the verdict?  Why?

Writing About the Novel

On another sheet of paper, analyze the testimony of one of the witnesses and evaluate it for reliability.
Point out whether the testimony seems reliable or unreliable.  Support your opinion with details from the
novel.  Follow your evaluation with questions that you would have asked if you had been one of the attor-
neys in the courtroom.

Thinking Beyond the Novel

One of a jury’s tasks is to assess the credibility of each witness and of the testimony in order to reach an
honest verdict.  What standards would you use to evaluate the credibility of a witness and of testimony?
Phrase your standards as questions you would ask to help you decide whether or not a witness was reliable
or the testimony was accurate.

ATTICUS’S DEFENSE
Atticus shows that Mayella’s injuries and her
charge of rape have not been corroborated by a
doctor’s report and that the person who struck her
had to be left-handed.  Atticus demonstrates that
Mr. Ewell is left-handed and that Tom Robinson’s
left hand is useless.  Atticus suggests that it was
Mayella’s father who beat her, not Tom Robinson.
Tom testifies that Mayella tried to seduce him and
that he ran away.

MR. GILMER’S PROSECUTION
Heck Tate testifies that Mayella had been beaten.
Mr. Ewell testifies that he heard Mayella scream-
ing, ran to her aid, and saw Tom Robinson
running out the front door.  When he saw Mayella
lying on the floor, he fetched the sheriff.  Mayella
testifies that when she asked Tom to bust up her
chiffarobe, he tried to choke and rape her.
Mayella has difficulty repeating her story the
same way each time.

Name Lesson 6  •  REACT
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Between Man and Reason
To Kill a
Mockingbird

Thinking Process:  Creative Thinking
Writing Assignment:  Explanation

Directions:  After reading Chapters 20 through 23, complete the following activities, which focus on
creative thinking.

Learning About Thinking
Two important characteristics of creative thinking are originality and elaboration.  Originality

involves thinking of an idea or an alternative that is new, different, or unusual.  Elaboration means
developing the idea or alternative fully.

Thinking About the Novel
After the verdict of guilty is handed down, Jem cries because of the unfairness of the trial.  Later, when

he hears that Tom may go to the electric chair for a crime he did not commit, Jem responds, “It ain’t right,”
and comments about how he would change the system.  (Ch. 23)

A.  What changes does Jem suggest?

B. How does Atticus respond?

1. How would Atticus define reasoning and reasonable?

2. Atticus comments that although the men in Tom’s jury were usually reasonable men, something
interfered with their reason and caused them to lose their heads.  Who or what interferes with
reasoning that makes people lose their heads?

C. Think about Jem’s suggested answers and Atticus’s comments about reason.  Create an original
alternative to the trial system as it exists in the novel.  On another sheet of paper, summarize your
alternative and explain why you think it is original and why it will work.

Writing About the Novel

Develop a plan to carry out the original idea you created in Part C.  Be elaborate and complete.  Do not
leave any questions unanswered.  Give a title to your plan and be prepared to present it to the class.

Thinking Beyond the Novel

Every day injustices are perpetrated because of some people’s inability to reason logically and fairly.
What do you think makes people lose their heads?  Create a poster that reflects your thoughts and gives
people guidelines for thinking clearly.

Name Lesson 7  •  REACT


